Intelligence: more than ever
a Strategic Resource!

W

CSIntell

ould you like to quickly acquire
the
most
comprehensive
information, easy to use to take
the right decision?

aims to meet exactly
those
needs
for
Strategic Intelligence in a concise and
intelligible way. I propose to gather the
information you need, so you can concentrate
on your core activities and focus on your
objectives.

Would you like to be informed about your
competitive,
economic,
technological
environment and know the needs of your
market?

Outsourcing for better intelligence
with the 3 ‘i’ methodology of CSIntell

Strategic Intelligence is there
to meet these requirements, it
is critical to survive and to grow
in an economic world more
global than ever, changing
constantly and rapidly. It just
makes economic sense.

Gathering
the relevant
information
you need!
Internet

Please find a description of my
services within my brochure
and by visiting my website
www.csintell.com.

C

ontact me today and
I would be very
happy to make a
proposal that meets
your needs for Strategic
Intelligence, stressing that my
services are based primarily on
a success fee, which ensures
that the fees will be based on
the results obtained.
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... to provide the
Strategic Intelligence
you need on...

A few words from clients…
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“During his years at IBA, Paul-Emmanuel was very helpful in bringing
detailed analysis on markets and competitors. In addition he developed a process to help us better structure our strategic intelligence
system. I was impressed by the quality of information he provided,
so well reported, concisely and clearly”.
Pierre Mottet
CEO, IBA
(Belgium)
“Paul-Emmanuel always made very sharp and detailed analyses on
companies. His financial reports have been truly instrumental in helping better understand the businesses we were looking at.”
François Blondel
CEO, IBt
(Belgium)

